Charge transport in thin layer Na x CoO2 (x ∼ 0.63) studied by terahertz spectroscopy.
Charge transport in Na0.63CoO2 thin film deposited by a spin-coating method was investigated experimentally by time-domain terahertz spectroscopy and theoretically using Monte Carlo calculations of charge response in nano-structured materials. The dominating type of transport mechanism over the entire investigated range of temperatures (20-300 K) is a metallic-like conductivity of charges partly confined in constituting nano-sized grains. Due to the granular character of our thin film, the scattering time at low temperatures is limited by scattering on grain boundaries and the conductivity is strongly suppressed due to capture of a major fraction of charge carriers in deep traps. Nevertheless, our experimental setup and the applied model allowed us to distinguish the parameters related to the grain interior from those influenced by grain boundaries, and to conclude that the metallic type of conductivity is the intrinsic property relevant to single crystal materials.